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WHAT SHOULD A DATABASE KNOW?* 
RAYMOND REITER+ 
D The by-now-standard perspective on databases within the deductive 
database community is that they can be specified by sets of first-order 
sentences. As such, they can be said to be claims about the truths of some 
external world; the database is a representation of that world. 
Within the logical database paradigm, virtually all approaches to 
database query evaluation treat queries as first-order formulas, usually 
with free variables whose bindings resulting from the evaluation phase 
define the answers to the query. Following Levesque [lo, 111, we argue 
that, for greater expressiveness, queries should be formulas in an epistemic 
modal logic. SQueries, in other words, should be permitted to address 
aspects of the external world as represented by the database, as well as 
aspects of the database itself, i.e., aspects of what the database knows 
about that external world. We shall also argue that integrity constraints 
are best viewed as sentences about what the database knows, not, as is 
usually the case, as first-order sentences about the external world. On this 
view, integrity constraints are modal sentences and hence are formally 
identical to a strict subset of the permissible database queries. Integrity 
maintenance then becomes formally identical to query evaluation for a 
certain class of database queries. 
We formalize these notions in Levesque’s language KFOPCE and 
define the concepts of an answer to a query and of a database satisfying its 
integrity constraints. We also show that Levesque’s axiomatization of 
KFOPCE provides a suitable logic for reasoning about queries and in- 
tegrity constraints. Next, we show how to do query evaluation and integrity 
maintenance for a restricted, but sizable, class of queries/constraints. An 
interesting feature of this class of queries/constraints is that Prolog’s 
negation as failure mechanism serves to reduce query evaluation to first- 
order theorem proving. This provides independent confirmation that nega- 
*This is an expanded version of a paper that appeared in the 1990 ESPRIT Symposium on 
Computational Logic [25]. 
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tion as failure is really an epistemic operator in disguise. We then provide 
sufficient conditions for the completeness of this query evaluator. Finally, 
we show how to use this evaluator to answer queries under the closed-world 
assumption. a 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The by-now-conventional perspective on deductive databases is that they are sets 
of first-order sentences. As such, they can be said to be claims about the truths of 
some external world; the database is a symbolic representation of that world. 
Within this deductive database paradigm, virtually all approaches to database 
query evaluation treat queries as first-order formulas, usually with free variables 
whose bindings resulting from the evaluation phase define the answers to the 
query. The sole exception to this is the work of Levesque [lo, 111 who argues in 
favor of a generalized query language drawn from an epistemic modal logic. 
Queries, in other words, should be permitted to address aspects of the external 
world as represented in the database, as well as aspects of the database itself, i.e., 
aspects of what the database knows. To take a simple example, suppose DB = {p V 
91. 
l Query: p, i.e., is p true in the external world? 
Answer: unknown. 
l Query: iyo, i.e., do you know that p is true in the extefnal world? 
Answer: no. 
l Query: K@ v K 7 p, i.e., do you know whetherp? 
Answer: no. 
Levesque’s modal logic (called KFOPCE) also distinguishes between known and 
unknown individuals in the database and thus accounts for “regular” database 
values as well as null values. For example, suppose DB is 
{Teach(John, Math), (ilx)Teach(x,CS), 
Teach( May, Psych) V Teach( Sue, Psych)}. 
Query: Teach(May, CS>. 
Answer: unknown. 
Query: KTeach(Ma y, CS). 
Answer: no. 
Query: K 7 Teach( Ma y, CS). 
Answer: no. 
Query: (Ilx)KTeach(John, x>, i.e., is there a known course which John 
teaches? 
Answer: yes, Math. 
Query: (3x)KTeach(x,CS), i.e., is there a known teacher for CS? 
Answer: no. 
Query: K(Ix)Teach(x,CS), i.e., is someone known to teach CS without that 
someone necessarily being a known individual? 
Answer: yes. 
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Query: (3x)Teach(x, Psych), i.e., does someone teach Psych? 
Answer: yes, Mary or Sue. 
Query: (3x)KTeach(x, Psych), i.e., is there a known teacher of Psych? 
Answer: no. 
Query: Glx)[Teach(x, Psych) A -J Teach(x, CS)], i.e., is there anyone who 
teaches Psych and not CS? 
Answer: unknown. 
Query: (ilx)[Teach(x, Psych) A 7 KTeach(x,CS)l, i.e., does anyone teach 
Psych who is not known to teach CS? 
Answer: yes, Maly or Sue. 
Levesque proposes that a database is best viewed as a set of first-order 
sentences and that it be queried by sentences of the richer language KFOPCE. 
This paper pursues this suggestion in various directions. Our principal results are 
as follows: 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
(5) 
We provide a conceptual analysis of integrity constraints concluding that, 
contrary to the prevailing view, constraints are not first-order sentences but 
modal sentences of KFOPCE. Moreover, testing for constraint satisfaction is 
identical to query evaluation. 
KFOPCE is a suitable logic for reasoning about database queries and 
constraints. In particular, this logic provides the foundations for optimizing 
both queries and constraints. 
For a sizable class of database queries and constraints, we provide a sound 
Prolog-style evaluator which relies solely on first-order theorem proving. 
We provide sufficient conditions for the completeness of this evaluator and 
characterize a class of databases and queries guaranteeing the soundness 
and completeness of query evaluation. 
We consider the effects of the closed-world assumption on query evaluation 
and show how to use the evaluator to answer KFOPCE queries under the 
closed-world assumption. 
2. THE SEMANTICS OF KFOPCE 
KFOPCE is a first-order modal language with equality and with a single modal 
operator K (for “know”), constructed in the usual way from a set of predicate 
symbols, a countably infinite set of variable symbols and a countably infinite set of 
symbols called parameters. Predicate symbols take variables and parameters as 
their arguments. Parameters can be thought of as constants. Their distinguishing 
feature is that they are pairwise distinct and they define the domain over which 
quantifiers range, i.e., the parameters represent a single universal domain of 
discourse. FOPCE (First-Order Predicate Calculus with Equality) is the language 
KFOPCE without the modal K.’ 
1 Notice that our language does not provide function or constant symbols. While the parameters 
have many features in common with constants, they have different semantics. In [ll], Levesque 
generalizes the languages FOPCE and KFOPCE to include function symbols. In this, our preliminary 
cut at a theory of database queries and integrity constraints, we restrict ourselves to the function-free- 
case. 
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A database of information about a world will be specified by a set of FOPCE 
sentences. We consider how Levesque defines the result of querying such a 
database with a sentence of KFOPCE. This requires first specifying a semantics for 
KFOPCE. An atomic sentence (of KFOPCE) is any atom of the form P(p,, . . . , p,), 
where P is an n-ary predicate symbol and p,, . . .,p, are parameters. A world is 
any set of atomic sentences that includes p =p for each parameter p and that does 
not include p, =p2 for different parameters p, and p2. The effect of this 
requirement on the equality predicate is that semantically the parameters are all 
pairwise distinct. A world is understood to be a set of true atomic sentences. The 
truth value of a sentence of KFOPCE in a world W and a set of worlds 9’ is 
defined as follows: 
(1) If 7r is an atomic sentence, 7r is true in W and 9 iff rr E W. 
(2) 7 w is true in W and 9 iff w is not true in W and 9. 
(3) w, A w2 is true in W and 9’ iff w, and w2 are both true in W and 9. 
(4) (Vx)w is true in W and Y iff for every parameter p, WI; is true in W and 
P.2 
(5) Kw is true in W and 9 iff for every S ~9, w is true in S and 9. 
Notice that Condition (4) implies that, insofar as KFOPCE is concerned, the 
parameters constitute a single universal domain of discourse. The parameters are 
used to identify the known individuals. The parameters have the same effect as an 
infinite-domain closure axiom 
(VX)[X =p, vx =p2 v -1 
together with unique names axioms p, #pj for i #j. The logic KFOPCE incorpo- 
rates the intent of these axioms directly into its semantics. Notice also that when f 
is a FOPCE sentence (so that Condition (51 need never be invoked in the truth 
recursion for f), then the truth value of f in W and 9 is is independent of 9, and 
we can speak of the truth value of f in W alone. With the exception of the special 
treatment of parameters, the above semantics for KFOPCE is identical to that of 
the modal logic KD4.5 or weak S5 (Halpern and Moses [7]). 
When W is a world and 9 is a set of worlds, the pair (W, 9) is a model of a set 
of KFOPCE sentences iff each sentence is true in W and 9. When 2 is a set of 
KFOPCE sentences, we write X ~~~~~~~ (T whenever the KFOPCE sentence u is 
true in all models of C. Similarly, when I: is a set of FOPCE sentences and u is a 
FOPCE sentence, we write ‘c bFoPcE u with the obvious meaning. 
Definition 2.1. Answer to a query. Let C be a set of first order sentences, and q a 
KFOPCE formula with free variables 2’. Let &X) be the set of models of C, 
i.e., the set of worlds satisfying each first-order sentence of 2. A tuple p’ of 
parameters is an answer to q (wrt C) iff for all WE&X), ql$ is true in W and 
“&Xc). 
Henceforth, we shall write Z+ u whenever the KFOPCE sentence u is true in 
W and .X(Z) for all WE.,&(C). In this notation, p’ is an answer to q iff Xl= 41:. In 
particular, when q is a sentence (so that its answer should be yes, no, or unknown,) 
then Zk q means yes, Cb 7 q means no, and neither means unknown. 
* WI: is the result of substituting the parameter p for all free occurrences of the variable x in w. 
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Notice that Z b=KFopcE (+ implies Z/= u, but not conversely, for example, when 
z={ ]anda= TK@. 
Notice also that when u is a FOPCE sentence, 
Xl= Ka ifl z bFOPCE u 
and 
Cl= 1 KU iff Xl+FOPCE u. 
Thus, under the relation b , K acts like a first-order provability relation and may 
be viewed as a formalization of important aspects of the provability predicate of 
Bowen and Kowalski [l]. (See also Sadri and Kowalski 1261.1 The principal advan- 
tages of the modal approach to such a predicate are the fact that: 
(1) Formulas need not be reified, i.e., need not be treated as terms. 
(2) Provability is formally specified. This includes the meaning of iterated 
modalities. Moreover, for formulas which “quantify into” modal contexts, 
the range of the quantified variables is precisely defined; they range over the 
parameters. 
While we agree with Kowalski [9] that metal-level concepts like provability are 
extremely important for databases and artificial intelligence (AI) in general-wit- 
ness this paper-we believe that they require more precise semantic analyses than 
they have thus far been given. For this reason, Levesque’s account of a provability 
relation seems to us an important step in the right direction. 
It is also important to note that commitment to a modal semantics need not 
imply a concomitant commitment to a modal proof theoly.3 Indeed, most of this 
paper is devoted to showing how our modal semantics leads to first-order-indeed 
Prolog-like-query evaluators. 
3. WHAT IS AN INTEGRITY CONSTRAINT? 
The concept of an integrity constraint arises in databases, and in AI knowledge 
representation languages. The basic idea is that only certain database states are 
considered acceptable, and an integrity constraint is meant to enforce these legal 
states. 
Integrity constraints have two flavors-static and dynamic. The enforcement of 
a static constraint depends only on the current state of the database, independently 
of any of its prior states. The fact that every employee must have a social security 
number is an example of a static constraint. Dynamic constraints depend on two or 
more database states. For example, if employee salaries must never decrease, then 
in no future database state may an employee’s salary be less than it is in the 
current state. In this paper, we shall be concerned only with static integrity 
constraints. 
The common perspective on integrity constraints is that they are first-order 
sentences (e.g., Lloyd and Topor 1151, Nicolas and Yazdanian [14], Reiter [22]). 
Corresponding to this perspective, there are at least four definitions in the 
literature of a database DB satisfying an integrity constraint ZC:4 
3Although such a proof theory might have its uses. See Section 4. 
4 There is yet another definition specific to relational databases: a databased DB satisfies IC iff IC 
is true in LIB when DB is viewed as a model. We elaborate on this notion in Section 7, and relate it to 
the following definitions. 
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DeJnition 3.2. Consistency: open databases (e.g., Kowalski [S]): 
DB satisfies IC iff DB + IC is satisfiable. 
Definition 3.2. Entailment: open databases (e.g., Reiter [22]): 
DB satisfies IC iff DB b IC. 
Definition 3.3. Consistency: closed Prolog-like databases (e.g., Sadri and Kowalski 
[261X 
DB satisfies IC iff Comp( DB) + IC is satisfiable. 
Here, Comp(DB) is the completion of DB in the sense of Clark [4]. Hence this 
notion is specific to Prolog-like databases, for which the completion is defined. It 
would not apply, for example, to databases with existentially quantified or disjunc- 
tive information. 
Dejinition 3.4. Entailment: closed Prolog-like databases (e.g., Lloyd and Topor 
[151): 
DB satisfies IC iff Comp( DB) b= IC. 
As already remarked, Definitions 3.3 and 3.4 are peculiar to Prolog-like databases 
and do not have general applicability.5 Our concern in this paper is with the most 
general possible notion of a database, without prior bias in favor of any kind of 
closed-world assumption. Definitions 3.1 and 3.2 presume to address this general 
setting. Alas, neither of these two definitions correctly captures our intuitions. 
Consider the constraint about employees and their social security numbers: 
(Wemp(x) =(~Y)sWX,Y)I. (I) 
(1) Suppose DB = (emp(Mary)). Then DB + IC is satisfiable. But intuitively, 
the constraint should require DB to contain a social insurance number entry 
for May, so we want IC to be violated. Thus Definition 3.1 fails to capture 
our intuitions. 
(2) Suppose DB = ( }. Intuitively, this should satisfy IC, but KBk IC. So 
Definition 3.2 is inappropriate. 
An alternative definition comes to mind when one sees that constraints like (1) 
intuitively are interpreted as statements not about the world but about the contents 
of the database, or about what it knows. Thus, (1) is attempting to say something 
like: Every employee known to the database must have a social security number, 
also known to the database. On this reading, (1) should be rendered by: 
(WWmp(x) ~(~YWWX~Y)I. 
Example 3.2. To prevent a database from simultaneously assigning the properties 
male and female to the same individual, use the constraint 
(Vx) -7 K( male( x) A female( x)). 
’ Even in this case, there is no agreement on which of Definitions 3.3 and 3.4 is appropriate. They 
are not equivalent. 
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Example 3.2. To force a database to assign one of the properties male and female 
to each individual, use the constraint 
(Vx)[lc;person(x) XKmale(x) vKfemale(x)]. 
Example 3.3. To require that known instances of the relation mother have first 
argument a female person and second argument a person, use the constraint 
(Vx,y)[Kmother(x,y) xK(person(x) Afemale Aperson(y) 
Example 3.4. To require that every known employee have a social security number, 
without necessarily knowing what that number is, use 
(Vx)[Kemp(x) ~K(3y)ss#(x,y)l. 
Example 3.5. Functional dependencies in relational database theory are integrity 
constraints of a particular form. On our notion of a constraint, the functional 
dependency that social security numbers be unique would be represented by: 
(Vx,y,z)[lcss#(x,y) Az&#(x,z) 1Ky=z]. 
Many other kinds of dependencies have been investigated for relational databases. 
Most of these can be represented as first-order sentences (Fagin [6], Nicolas and 
Gallaire [IS]). The corresponding modalized forms of these first-order sentences 
provide the correct reading of these dependencies, at least on our account of 
integrity constraints. 
The view that integrity constraints are statements about the content of a 
database also serves to clarify a certain confusion in the literature about the 
different roles played by constraints and database formulas. According to the 
conventional account, constraints and databases are both first-order sentences. 
Since constraints are external to the database, they do not enter into the query 
evaluation process. Yet, as first-order sentences, they must express truths about the 
world, no less so than the database itself. Why then should they not contribute to 
answering queries? There is no clear answer to this in the literature. Nicolas and 
Gallaire [18] propose various pragmatic criteria for treating a formula as a 
constraint rather than as a component of the database, but there appear to be no 
general principles. On our account, no such principles are necessary. Truths about 
the world, namely first-order sentences, belong in the database. Truths about the 
database, namely modalized sentences, function as integrity constraints. 
We are finally led to the following. 
Definition 3.5. Integtity Constraint Satisfaction. When IC is a KFOPCE sentence, 
and C is a FOPCE theory, C satisfies the integrity constraint IC iff IZ.I= IC. 
This notion of an integrity constraint and its satisfaction was first introduced by 
Reiter 1241. A related idea, appealing to a metatheoretic provability predicate in 
the context of Prolog databases, was introduced by Sadri and Kowalski 1261. 
Testing constraint satisfaction is identical to querying a first-order database with 
a KFOPCE sentence. Formally, then, in testing constraint satisfaction and in 
evaluating queries, we are faced with the same problem, namely determining 
whether XI= w for I5 a FOPCE theory and w a KFOPCE formula. Most of this 
paper is about ways of doing this for certain formulas w and theories IZ. 
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4. REASONING ABOUT QUERIES AND CONSTRAINTS 
5. AN 
A natural question is this: What logic is appropriate for reasoning about queries 
and constraints? There are several reasons such a logic would be desirable. We 
might wish to determine whether certain constraints are redundant, i.e., are 
entailed by the others. If a query or constraint were unsatisfiable, it would be 
important to know that. We might wish to optimize a given query or set of 
constraints in various ways, or explore their consequences. 
The following is a simple consequence of the definitions of Section 2. 
Theorem 4.1. Suppose that I; is a FOPCE theory and (Y and /3 are KFOPCE 
sentences. Then Z.C= (Y and (Y kKFOPCE j3 implies Xk p. 
Corollary 4.1. (equivalence of integrity constraints). If IC and IC’ are KFOPCE 
sentences and kKFOPCE IC = IC’, then 2 satisfies IC iff I: satisfies IC’. 
This corollary provides a basis for integrity constraint simplification and opti- 
mization. If IC is an integrity constraint for Z6 and if IC’ is equivalent to IC in 
the logic KFOPCE, then IC’ may be used in the place of IC for maintaining the 
integrity of X. Presumably, we would want to do this whenever IC’ is superior to 
IC in some way, for example, computationally more feasible. Whatever the criteria 
might be for preferring IC’, KFOPCE provides a logic for proving equivalence and 
for transforming IC to IC’. 
Corollary 4.2. (equivalence of queries). Suppose that q and q’ are two KFOPCE 
queries with the same free variable x’, and that IC is an integrity constraint for 2. 
Suppose further that Z satisfies IC, and that 
IC!= KFoPCE(v3q z 4’. 
Then q and q’ are equivalent queries in the sense that the answers to each of them 
are the same: For allparametersp’, C/= ql$ iff C/= 4’1;. 
This provides a basis for query optimization. If the database 2 satisfies its 
constraints, and if, using these constraints, we can transform (using the logic 
KFOPCE) query q to an equivalent (within KFOPCE) query q’, then the answers 
for q’ are the same as for q. Chakravarthy, Grant, and Minker [2] provide results 
on first-order query optimization using first-order constraints. Corollary 4.2 pro- 
vides the formal foundations for such an analysis in the case of KFOPCE queries 
and constraints. 
Levesque [lo] provides a sound and complete axiomatization for KFOPCE. 
Since our concern in this paper is with theoretical foundations for queries and 
integrity constraints, we omit a description of Levesque’s axiomatization. It is 
sufficient for our purposes to know that a suitable proof theory exists for reasoning 
about queries and constraints. 
EVALUATOR FOR A CLASS OF QUERIES 
Our objective in this section is to establish a soundness result for a class of 
Prolog-like queries and constraints. Unlike Prolog queries, explicit existential 
quantifiers will be allowed, as will the modal operator K. Our evaluator will rely on 
’ IC might be a conjunction of all the constraints for H. 
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negation-as-failure, and left-to-right evaluation of queries. As is the case with 
sound implementations of Prolog, negation-as-failure must be avoided on subgoals 
mentioning unbound variables. The following definition guarantees this (as we shall 
see>, and is a suitable generalization for our query language of the notion of a 
safe-for-negation query (Lloyd [16]). 
Definition 5.1. The safe KFOPCE formulas are the smallest set such that 
(1) A first-order formula (having any syntactic form whatever) is safe. 
(2) If (+ is safe, so are 
Ku, 
(3~) u , where u is any variable. 
-, (T , whenever (+ is a sentence. 
(3) If (~1 is safe and x’ are all the free variables of (+,, then (pi A a2 is safe 
whenever gZ2(s is safe for all parameters 5. 
Example 5.1. The following are safe: 
P(X,Y) AKq(x) Afi(x). 
(3x) 7 r(x). 
~K+~Y)[+,Y) ‘Q(x) “r(y)]. 
P(X,Y) A l&(X) A lfi(Y)* 
(%Y)[P(X9Y) * 1 G?(x) ” +$Y)ll. 
Example 5.2. The following are not safe: 
(3x)7&G+(x). 
r(x) A 1 m(x) A 1 fi(Y). 
7 Q(x) A&(x)* 
Lemma 5.1. If (w, A w,) A ws is safe, so also is w, A (wz A w,). 
PROOF. First note that wi must be safe. Hence we must prove that (w, A wg)l$ is 
safe, where x’ are all the free variables of wi, and p’ are parameters. Since wi A w2 
is safe, so is wz$. Hence, in order to prove (w, A w& is safe, it is sufficient to 
prove that w&$ is safe, where 7 are the free variables of w,l$, and 4’ are 
parameters. But the safety of (w, A wz) A wg implies that of w~$$. 0 
Definition 5.2. The subjective KFOPCE formulas are the smallest set such that 
(1) t, = t2 is subjective for arbitrary terms t, and t2. 
(2) Kf is subjective whenever f is first order. 
(3) If m is subjective, so are KT,(~x)T, 7 T. 
(4) If mTTI and ‘ITS are subjective, so is r1 A 7r2. 
The subjective formulas say nothing about the external world; they address only 
the epistemic state of a database. 
Lemma 5.2. (Levesque [ll]). Zf T is a subjective sentence and I% is a FOPCE theory, 
then Zk T or 2k 7 7~. 
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Lemma 5.3. If T is a subjective KFOPCE formula with one free variable x and C is a 
FOPCE theory, then 
Ck (3x)q 
iff for some parameter p 
XI== 4;. 
PROOF. 
( c= ) Trivial. 
c-1. 
If 2 is unsatisfiable, the result is immediate. Suppose then that C is satisfiable, 
that #= Elx)~, but Cl+ ~16 for all parameters p. Then since ~1; is a subjective 
sentence, by Lemma 5.2, Cb ~rrli for all parameters p, so that Xl= (tlx)~ r, 
contradicting the assumption Cl= (3x)m. 0 
The following is the key definition of this section. As we shall see, it provides a 
class of queries for which a Prolog-style query evaluator using negation-as-failure 
can be proved sound. 
Definition 5.3. A KFOPCE formula is admissible iff 
(1) It is safe. 
(2) Its quantified variables are distinct from one another, and from its free 
variables. 
(3) The scope of every existential quantifier is a subjective formula, or is first 
order. 
(4) The scope of every negation sign is a subjective formula, or is first order. 
Example 5.3. All but the last of the example queries of Section 1 are admissible. 
The last is not admissible because the scope of the existential quantifier is 
neither subjective nor first order. The following is not admissible: 
(Zlx)[~KTeach(x,CS) AKTeach(x,PJych)]. 
Example 5.4. The example integrity constraints of Section 3 have the following 
equivalent representations as admissible sentences: 
7(3x)[Kemp(x) A 7(gy)fiWx,y)l. 
-7(3x)K(male(x) Afemale(x 
7(gx)[K$erson(x) A 7Kmafe(x) A -7Kfemale(x)]. 
T(Sx,y)[Kmother(x,y) A 7K(p erson( x) A female( x) Aperson( y))] . 
T(gx)[Kemp(x) A ~K(Zly)ss#(x,y)]. 
-@x,y,z)[ldFs#(x,y) A&s#(x,z) A dCj’=z]. 
Notice the close similarity between the transformations made of the original 
constraints to the above admissible formulas and the transformations on arbitrary 
first-order queries introduced by Lloyd and Topor [14] for conversion to Prolog-ex- 
ecutable form. 
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Example 5.5. p(x) A Kq(x) is admissible. 
(%)[p(x) AKq(x)] is not. 
5.1. A Sound Evaluator for Admissible Queries 
Consider the following Prolog code for a meta-evaluator demo: 
demo( f, C) +-first-order(f) , prove( f, 2). 
demo( 7w,C) +modal(w),notdemo(w,C). 
demo(Kw,C) +-demo(w,C). 
demo( (3x)w, 2) +modaZ(w),demo(w,C). 
demo(w, A~,,C) +modal(w, ~w,),demo(w,,C),demo(w,,X). 
As usual, the clausal antecedents are executed from left to right and not executes 
as finite negation-as-failure. The auxiliary predicates first-order(f) and modal(w) 
are true when f is a FOPCE formula, and w is a modal formula i.e., mentions K 
at least once. We shall assume that the predicate prove is a first-order theorem 
prover with the following properties: 
Let rr be an enumeration of all those parameters p’ such that C ~~~~~~ j$, 
where x’ are all the free variables of f. The first time prove(f, 2) is called, it 
binds x’ to the first p’ in the enumeration rr, and the call succeeds. If there is no 
first p’ in the enumeration rr, the call prove(f, C) fails. The second time 
prove(f, C) is called (which can happen only if the first call succeeds and a 
subsequent call to demo fails), it binds x’ to the second p’ in the enumeration rr, 
and the call succeeds. If there is no second p’ in the enumeration r, the call 
prove(f, C) fails. And so on. Thus, successive calls to prove iterate through the 
enumeration S-, binding x’ to the next p’ in the enumeration, failing only if rr 
runs out of tuples.’ When T is infinite it is possible for demo not to terminate. 
Notice that we make no assumption about how prove goes about its business. It 
can be realized by any sound and complete FOPCE theorem prover. 
Moreover-and this is more important- no assumption is made about the 
first-order theory E, not even that it is finite. It can be an open database, or closed, 
or a combination of both. It could, for example, be a Datalog program and prove 
could be realized using negation-as-failure. None of this is of any concern to the 
meta-interpreter demo; it is totally decoupled from the form of the database C and 
the workings of the first-order theorem prover prove. Notice, however, that prove 
must be a nonstandard theorem prover because it must respect the special 
semantics of the parameters of the nonstandard first-order logic FOPCE. Levesque 
[lOI provides a sound and complete axiomatization for FOPCE which unfortu- 
nately is not suitable as a basis for a mechanical theorem prover. The design of 
such a theorem prover remains an open (but arguably straightforward) problem. 
Lemma 5.4. Zf demo(w, 2) returns with success, then allfree variables of w are bound 
to parameters. 
’ Notice that this assumption implies that prove is both sound and complete. 
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PROOF. A simple induction on the shape of w. q 
Theorem 5.1. (soundness of demo). Suppose that w is admissible, that w has free 
variables x’, and that 2 is a satisfiable FOPCE theory. 
(1) Zf demo( w, 2) succeeds, then the variables x’are all bound to parameters p’, and 
cl= WI;. 
(2) Zf demo(w, X) finitely fails, then for all parameters p’, % w I$. 
PR’OOF. By induction on the shape of w. 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
(5) 
If w is first order, the result is immediate by the assumed properties of the 
first-order theorem prover prove. 
Suppose w has the form 7 U, where u is a modal formula. Since w is 
admissible, w is safe and CT is a subjective sentence. Moreover, (T is 
admissible. 
(a) Suppose demo(w, C) succeeds, so that demo(u, C) finitely fails. Then by 
induction, X,ti u. Since CT is a subjective sentence, Zk 7 u by Lemma 
5.2. 
(b) Suppose demo(w, C) finitely fails, so that demo(u, 2,) succeeds. By 
induction, Xk CT. Since C is satisfiable, Xl+ 7 CT, i.e., XCti w. 
Suppose w has the form Ku. Since w is admissible, so is a. 
(a) Suppose demo(w, XI succeeds. Then demo(u, 2) succeeds, so by induc- 
tion, the free variables x’ of u are bound to parameters p’ and CC=: ala. 
Hence, XI= (Ku)l$. 
(b) Suppose demo(w, C) finitely fails. Then so does demo(u, 2). Hence by 
induction, Zl+ ~1; for all substitutions of parameters p’ for the free 
variables x’of u. Hence, Zk Ku];. 
Suppose w has the form (3x)u, where u is a modal formula. Since (3x)u 
is admissible, u is subjective. Moreover, since (3x1~ is admissible, its 
quantified variables are distinct from one another, so the only occurrence of 
x in u is free. Hence u is admissible. Let y’ be all the free variables of 
(3x)(+. 
(a) Suppose demo(w, 2) succeeds. Then so does demo(u, s). By induction, 
the free variables x,? of u are bound to parameters p, G and Zl= aIf:+ 
Hence Xl= [(Bx>u]I$ 
(b) Suppose demo(w, 2) finitely fails. Then demo(u, 2) finitely fails so by 
induction, Xl+ a\;‘$ for all parameters p, $ By Lemma 5.3, Zk 
K3x)u II& 
Suppose w has the form u, A CT*. Since w is admissible, it is safe, so that u, 
is safe. Moreover, u1 is admissible. 
(a) Suppose demo( uI A a,, 2) succeeds. Then by induction, demo(u,, 2) 
succeeds with bindings p’ for all of ul’s free variables x’. Moreover, 
demo(uzl;, s) succeeds with bindings 4’ for all the free variables y’ of 
uz2(s, by Lemma 5.4. Since u, A (TV is safe, so-is ~~1;. ~~215 is also 
admissible. By induction, Cl= a,$ and Z.I= u,lf& Hence Zk (a, A 
u&,$. 
(b) Suppose demo( u2 A uz, Cl finitely fails. Without loss of generality, as- 
sume that conjunction has been right associated in w, i.e., whenever 
Ul A u2 occurs as a subformula of w, u1 does not have A as its 
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principal connective. By Lemma 5.1, this preserves the safety and hence 
the admissibility of w. Moreover, the bindings returned by a successful 
call to demo(w, C) cannot be affected by this transformation, nor can 
the success or failure of the call.’ We appeal to the following subsidiary 
induction hypothesis on the shape of (+,: 
If demo(a, A u2, 2;) finitely fails, and if x’ are all the free variables of 
U, A a,, then for all parameters p’, 2l+ (a, A g2)$. 
(9 
(ii) 
(iii) 
Suppose g, is the first order. Define 
Znsfunces( a,) = [p’l C bFoPcE g,Is, 
where x’ are all the free variables of ml]. 
Now, the sequence of calls 
finitely fails. This means that prior to failing, there will have been 
finitely many (perhaps 01 successful calls to demo( ul, Cl, including 
those initiated by backtracking on the failure of the call demo(a,, 2). 
Each of these successful calls to demo(a,, 2) will have returned a 
different binding for the free variables x’ of (+,. For each of these 
bindings p’, demo(a,l& 2) finitely fails. Now U, is first order, so 
each call demo(a,, 2) reduces to a call to proue(a,, 2). By the 
assumed soundness and completeness of the first-order theorem 
prover proue, Instance.4 a,) is precisely the finite set of bindings 
returned by all the successful calls to de&a,, 2.) prior to the finite 
failure of the sequence democar, C), demo(a,, X:). Hence,_ for all 
p’ E Znsrunce.s( g1), demo( u2 I;, C) finitely fails. Moreover,_c, I$ is safe, 
since crl A u2 is. Since u1 A u2 is admissible, so is ~~1;. Hence, by 
the principal induction hypothesis, 
for all p’ E Znstunce.s(ul 1, and all & where y’ are all the free 
variables of u21$ Finally, since Xti u, 1; for all p’e Znstunces(u, ), 
then for all parameters p’, 4’ 
The possibility that u, has the form w, A w2 cannot occur by the 
right associativity assumption. 
Suppose u1 has the form 7 w. Then w is a sentence and a, is safe. 
Since u, A a, is admissible, so is u2. 
Suppose demo(u,, 2) succeeds. Then demo(_u2, z;;) finitely fails so 
by the principal induction hypothesis Xl+ ~~21; for all parameters p’, 
where x’ are all the free variables of u2. Hence x’ are all the free 
variables of u, A u2 and 
xb (u, A u2)l; 
for all parameters 3. 
s Strictly speaking, this claim requires (a very tedious) proof. We shall take it as self-evident. Also 
note that the execution sequences of the call to demo can be affected by this transformation. For 
example, if both f, and f2 are first order, then the call demo((f, A fi) Ag, 8) leads to the execution 
sequence proue(f, Af2, Z),demo(g,Z), whereas the call demo(f, Afi Ag),H) leads to the execution 
sequence prouef ,, 2), proue( f2, Xl, demo(g, 2). 
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Suppose demo( ul, C) finitely fails. Then since (or has no free 
variables, for all parameter substitutions p’ for the free variables x’ 
of (r2 and hence of u, A u2, 
cti (@I A U*)I$ 
Suppose U, has the form Kw. Since de&a, A uz, 2) finitely fails, 
so does the sequence demo(Kw, Z), demo(a,, 2). Hence, so does 
the sequence de&w, X), demo(a,, C), i.e., so does the call 
de&w A u*, Z). By the subsidiary induction hypothesis, if x’ are all 
the free variables of w A cr2, then for all parameters p’, 
cti (WA oz)t; 
from which it follows that 
x:ti ( KW A a,$. 
Suppose or has the form Ely)w. By a similar argument to the 
previous case, the call demo(w A ut, ZZ,) finitely fails. Let x’ be all 
the free variables of [(3y)w] A u2. Since this formula is admissible, 
its quantified variables are distinct from its free variables, so y is 
distinct from any of the Z Now by the subsidiary induction hypothe- 
sis 
Cb (W A uz,>I;:$ (2) 
for all parameters q, jY. Suppose, for the purpose of obtaining a 
contradiction, that for some parameters t” 
xl= ([( gy)w] A u$. 
Then, 
cl=: [(3y)w]lF 
and 
z1= u$. 
Since uz is admissible, w must be subjective. Hence, by Lemma 5.3, 
there is a parameter s such that 
cl= I$. 
Therefore, 
%= (w A u,)l:;: 
contradicting (2). Hence, for all parameters p’, 
cl+ (u, A u,)l;. •I 
Theorem 5.1 is a relative soundness result; it is contingent on the availability of 
a sound and complete first-order theorem prover prove, capable of enumerating all 
p’ for which, whenever f is first order, Z !=FOPCE flz. In a sense, Theorem 5.1 is not 
novel. Levesque [lo, 111 proves that all KFOPCE queries may be soundly and 
completely evaluated using only first-order theorem proving, although his method 
suffers from serious computational problems. The novelty of Theorem 5.1 is the 
provision of a Prolog-like evaluator well suited to the database setting. 
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5.2. Queries Revisited 
Normally for deductive databases, queries are taken to be conjunctions of first-order 
literals. The answers to such a query are the bindings of its free variables, resulting 
from a successful proof of the query, usually under a Prolog-style evaluator. We 
now consider the analogous class of KFOPCE queries and our meta-evaluator 
demo on these. Define a normal query to be any KFOPCE formula of the form 
4 A ... AL, where Li is a first-order literal or has the form Kl or 7 KI, where 1 is 
a first-order literal. 
It is easy to see that a normal query is admissible iff it is safe. Hence, by 
Theorem 5.1, demo soundly evaluates all safe normal queries. Since safety is the 
KFOPCE version of Prolog’s safe-for-negation requirement, this means that for 
normal queries, demo is as close to a Prolog-like query evaluator as one could 
possibly hope for. So it seems that generalizing conjunctive first-order queries to 
normal KFOPCE queries genuinely increases the expressiveness of the query 
language without sacrificing the computational advantages of first-order query evalua- 
tion . 
5.3. Integrity Constraints Revisited 
Recall the intuitions about integrity constraints that lead to their formalization as 
KFOPCE sentences: they are statements not about the world, but about the 
contents of the database itself. On this intuition, integrity constraints can be 
expected to assume a particular syntactic form: every FOPCE formula mentioned 
by a constraint should occur within the scope of a K operator. In other words, 
integrity constraints are subjective KFOPCE sentences. Moreover, there seems to 
be no need for iterated modalities in representing constraints. If we call formulas 
without iterated modalities K, formulas, then we are led to the conjecture that 
integrity constraints are naturally represented by subjective K, KFOPCE sen- 
tences. All the examples of Section 3 are subjective K, sentences. Such sentences 
are of interest for the following reason. 
Result 5.1. If (T is a subjective K, sentence, then u is admissible iff it is safe and 
its quantified variables are distinct. 
So demo soundly evaluates all integrity constraints provided they are safe and 
sensibly quantified. Since safety is the KFOPCE version of Prolog’s safe-for-nega- 
tion requirement, this means that for constraints, demo is as close to a Prolog-like 
query evaluator as one could possibly hope for. 
Something like the (inconsequential) requirement that (+‘s quantified variables 
be distinct is necessary. To see why, consider demo’s execution on the sentence 
Elx)M3x~z@(xN A K&)1. 
6. ON THE COMPLETENESS OF DEMO 
Section 5.1 provides a sound evaluator demo for admissible queries and con- 
straints. Under what circumstances is demo complete for admissible formulas LY, 
i.e., when is demo(cx, Z) guaranteed to return? Our purpose in this section is to 
provide some sufficient conditions for the completeness of demo. 
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6.1. On Queries with Finitely Many Answers 
Definition 6.1. Suppose 2 is a set of FOPCE sentences, and w a KFOPCE formula 
with free variables x’. Define 
Znstances( w, 2.) = (p’l the $are parameters and Xl= WI;} . 
Notice that when w is first order, 
Znstances( w, I;) = ($1 the p’are parameters and C l=FOP,-E WI;) . 
Definition 6.2. Let Fx be any set of FOPCE formulas with the property that 
whenever f EF~, then Znstancescf, C) is finite. 
Note that Fz need not be the set of all FOPCE formulas with finitely many 
instances. Although it could be so chosen, it could also be a proper subset of these. 
The Z@OPCE formulas which are almost admissible (a.a.) wrt 9.. are the 
smallest set such that 
(1) If f EF-, then f is a.a. wrt Fr. 
(2) If CT is a subjective a.a. sentence wrt Fz, then -, (+ is a.a. wrt Fr. 
(3) If CT is a subjective a.a. formula wrt F.., then (3x)(+ is a.a. wrt F... 
(4) If (+ is an a.a. formula wrt F,, so is Ka. 
(5) If pi, with free variables x’, is an a.a. formula wrt Fr, and U* is a ZWOPCE 
formula such that rrzl$ is an a.a. formula wrt Fz, then so is (+, A a,. 
Remark 6.1. Every a.a. formula wrt FE is safe. 
Remark 6.2. If (Y is an a.a. formula wrt Fr, and if the quantifies variables of (Y are 
distinct from one another and from the free variables of cx, then cx is admissi- 
ble. 
We shall call any formula satisfying the condition on variables of the previous 
remark admissible wrt sl-, 
As an immediate corollary of Theorem 5.1 we have. 
Corollary 6.1. demo soundZy evaluates all formulas admissible wrt &. 
Lemma 6.1. Whenever w is admissible wrt S,, Znstances(w, C) is finite. 
PROOF. Induction on the shape of w. 
(1) When w E&, the result follows by the properties of Fx. 
(2) When w has the form 7 u, (%)a or Ku, the result follows trivially by 
induction. 
(3) Suppose w has the form (+, A a,. Notice that when x’ are all the free 
variables of (+i, 
Znstances( o1 A q , 2) = (j?, $13 E Znstances( ul, IZ) 
and GE Znstances( uzI~,X)) . 
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rr, is admissible wrt Fz so by induction Znstunces(u,, Z) is finite. Since 
(T, A cr2 is admissible wrt FX, so is g2 15 for all parameters p’, so by 
induction, Instunces(~~l&S) is finite. The result now follows. 0 
Our principal result is the following. 
Theorem 6.1. (completeness of demo for formulas admissible wrt FX1. Zf w is 
admissible wrt Fx then demo(w, 2,) returns. 
PROOF. Induction on the shape of w. 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
Suppose w E&. Then the result follows from the assumed soundness and 
completeness of the first-order theorem prover prove. 
If w has the form 7 u,(~x)(T, or Ku, the result follows trivially by 
induction. 
Suppose w has the form v1 A g2. Then (TV is admissible wrt F., so by 
induction, the call demo(u,, 2) returns. Moreover, when x’ are the free 
variables of g,, u2 I$ is admissible wrt 5Kz for all parameters p’ so by 
induction, demo(u,I$, C) returns for all 5. Hence, the only way that 
demo(u, A uz) can fail to return is when demo( ul, 2) succeeds, say with 
parameters p’ for the free variables x’ of 02, but demo(u2 I$, C) finitely fails, 
after which demo( u,, 2) succeeds-again with parameters q (not necessarily 
different from p’>, but demo(u211p, 2,) finitely fails, etc., with this success- 
failure cycle repeating infinitely often. By the soundness of demo for queries 
admissible wrt 9, (Corollary 6.0, {p’, q, . . . , ) c Instance.4 ul, 2). Since u1 is 
admissible wrt .&, Instunce.s(u,, C) is finite, by Lemma 6.1. A simple 
induction on the shape of u1 shows that the finiteness of Znstunces(u,, 2) 
prevents demo(u2, IS,) from succeeding infinitely often. Hence demo(u, A 
a,, C) returns. 0 
6.1.1. Recoveting All Answers to Queries. Our soundness and completeness results 
for queries q admissible wrt F, (Corollary 6.1 and Theorem 6.1) only guarantee 
that just one answer for q (if there are any at all) will be returned by demo. By 
Lemma 6.3, we know that q has finitely many answers. By forcing failure on q just 
after demo succeeds, are we guaranteed to iterate through all these finitely many 
answers to q? In other words, does demo allow us to recover all answers to q? 
Assume that .Fx contains at least one formula which always finitely fails, say 
p, =p2 for distinct parameters p, and p2. Then q A (pl =p2) is admissible wrt ST-, 
whenever q is. By Theorem 6.1 demo(q A (p, =p2), 2,) must finitely fail. Let x” be 
the free variables of q. We wish to know whether the bindings for x’ iterate 
through all the (finitely many) answers to q during the failed execution of 
demo(q A (p, =p2), C). To see that this must be so, assume to the contrary that 
some answer a’ to q is missed in this iteration. Then demo(q A (x’= ii’), 2) must 
finitely fail.’ But Zl= (q A (x’= u31$, so by soundness, this call to demo must 
succeed. 
9 Strictly speaking, we are assuming here that 9, contains the atoms x =p for all variables Y and 
parameters p, not an unreasonable assumption. 
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We have shown that, whenever q with free variables J is admissible wrt Fz, the 
Prolog call 
+demo(q,Z),write(?),nl,faiZ. 
will print all answers to q (possibly with repetitions, of course). 
6.2. Completeness of demo for Elementary Databases 
By relying on the results of the previous section we now define a sizable class of 
databases and queries for which demo can be proved complete. 
Definition 6.3. The positive existential (p.e.) FOPCE formulas are define by the 
smallest set such that: 
(1) An atomic formula other than an equality atom is p.e. 
(2) If w is p.e., so is (3x)w. 
(3) If wi and w2 are p.e. so are w, A w2 and w, V w2. 
A rule is a sentence of the form (VZ))A 3 B, where A is a conjunction of atomic 
formulas other than equality atoms, B is a p.e. formula, and every variable of x’ 
occurs free in A. This latter requirement is normally called the range-restriction 
property in database theory. 
A first-order theory is elementaT iff it is a set of p.e. sentences and rules. Notice 
that elementary theories make no mention of equality. 
Elementary databases are analogous to the deductive databases widely studied 
in the logic programming community (e.g., Lloyd and Topor [151X They are more 
general than deductive databases by admitting disjunctions and existential quan- 
tification. They are slightly less general by requiring that for rules (tlT))A 2 B, the 
variables of x’ must all occur free in A, although this a minor restriction in 
practice. 
Lemma 6.2. Suppose X is an elementary theory. Then C has a model with the property 
that each atomic nonequality sentence in that model mentions only parameters 
occurring in 2. 
PROOF. Without loss of generality, assume 2 mentions at least one parameter. (If 
not, augment C with the rule P(p) I P(p) for some unary predicate P and 
parameter p). For p.e. sentences w, define 
M,(w) = (w} if w is an atomic sentence, 
= M,( w,) U M,( w2) if w has the form w, V w2 or w, A wZ, 
= kfx(uI~) when w has the form (3x)u 
and p is a parameter mentioned in 2. 
Define S,(Z) = lJ M,(w), where the union is over all p.e. sentences w-of 2. If w is 
a rule of the form &‘?)A 1 B, define, for i 2 O,Ci,z(w) = lJ M,(Bla>, where the 
union is over all tuples p’ of parameters for which each atomic sentence of the 
conjunct Al; is in SJC). Define 
S,+,(X) =&(C)” u Ci,Z( ) h w w ere the union is over all rules of w of 2. 
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Finally, define 
S(C) = 6 S,( 2) U {p =pIp is a parameter}. 
i=O 
By construction, S(C) consists of atomic sentences only. Moreover, since Z is 
elementary, it makes no mention of the equality predicate. Hence no Si(Z) 
contains an atomic equality sentence. Therefore, S(C) is a world. We show, by 
induction on i, that S,(Z) mentions only parameters occurring in C. 
(1) Clearly, S,(X) has this property. 
(2) Assume that Si(C) has this property. To show that Si+,(C) does, we must 
prove that C,,,(w) does for each rule w of C. Suppose (Vx’)A 3 B is such a 
rule. It is sufficient to prove that BIS mentions only parameters occurring in 
C whenever each atomic sentence of the conjunct Al; is in SJZ). But all 
variables of x’ are mentioned in A, so that all the parameters p’ are 
mentioned in S,(Z). By induction, the parameters p’ occur in ‘c, so that Blp 
mentions only parameters occurring in E. 
We have proved that S(C) is a world, and that each atomic nonequality sentence 
in S(X) mentions only parameters occurring in 2. It remains only to show that 
S(Z) is a model of 2. To that end, notice that by the construction of S,(Z), every 
p.e. sentence of X is true in S(E). To complete the proof, we need only show that 
every rule of C is true in S(Z). Suppose (VZ))A 3 B is such a rule, and p’ is a tuple 
of parameters uch that A]; is true in s(X). Since A does not mention the equality 
predicate, Al; is true in U Tz,,Si(X), hence in Sj<Z> for some j. Then by definition, 
M,(Blsl c Sj+ ,(C) and since BIS is true in M-JBI~I, it is true in Sj+ ,(X), hence in 
S(C). Therefore, (VZ)A IB is true in S(Z). q 
Were it not for the fact that FOPCE is a nonstandard first-order logic (because 
of the parameters), Lemma 6.2 would follow from some results of Demolombe [S]. 
Definition 6.4. Suppose w is a FOPCE formula with free variables x’. Then, w has 
disjunctively linked variables iff for each of its subformulas of the form wi v w2, 
those free variables of w, which are among x’ are precisely the same as those of 
w2 which are among x’. 
Example 6.1. The following have disjunctively linked variables: 
P(a, 6) v Q<u, cl 
(VxXU(x) V W(x)> 
Z-G, x) V Q<x, x> 
(3y, zXP(y, x) V Z?(y, z, x) V (3uXP(u, a) A Q(u, xl) 
The following do not: 
(VXXKX) v W(y)) 
P(x, y) V Q<y, z) 
Lemma 6.3. Zf C is an elementary theory mentioning only finitely many distinct 
parameters, and w is a p.e. FOPCE formula with disjunctive& linked variables, then 
Znstunces(w, 2:) is finite. 
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PROOF. By Lemma 6.2 2 has a model M with the property that each atomic 
nonequality sentence in M mentions only parameters occurring in 2:. We prove, by 
induction on the shape of w, that whenever w has free variables x’ and p’ is a tuple 
of parameters, if ~1; is true in M then the parameters of p’ are all mentioned in 
Z. Since 2 mentions only finitely many distinct parameters, it will follow that 
Znstances(w, C) must be finite. The inductive proof follows: 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
(41 
Suppose w is an atomic nonequality formula and WI; is true in M. Then, 
because WI; is an atomic nonequality sentence, WI; E M and the result 
follows from Lemma 6.2. 
If w is u V u, the result follows trivially by induction. 
Suppose w is u A u, and WI; is true in M. Then ~15 is true in M, or ~1; is 
true in M. Moreover, since w has disjunctively linked variables, every 
variable of x’ occurs free in both u and u, so the result follows by induction. 
Suppose w is (3y)u where, without loss of generality, we can assume y is 
distinct from any-of the variables of x’. If WI; is true in M, then for some 
parameter rr, ul$,$ is true in M. By induction, the parameters p’, rr are 
mentioned in 2, so in particular so are the parameters $. q 
The following is the principal result of this section: 
Theorem 4.2. Suppose I: is an elementary theory mentioning only finitely many distinct 
parameters. Let 
FX = { n 1~ is a p .e. formula with disjunctively linked variables] 
u { p = p’I p and p’ are parameters) 
U ( p #p’lp andp’ areparameters) 
U[x=p,p=x~xisavariableandpisaparameter). 
Then demo is a sound and complete evaluator for all queries admissible wrt ST,. 
PROOF. By Lemma 6.3 every formula in Yz has finitely many instances. The result 
now follows from Corollary 6.1 and Theorem 6.1. 0 
7. CLOSED DATABASES 
Frequently, databases are treated as satisfying the closed-world assumption (Reiter 
[21], Lifschitz [131X The idea is that the database is viewed as completely represent- 
ing all the positive information about some world. Any ground atomic fact not so 
represented is taken to be false. On one account of this assumption (Reiter 12111, 
we can define, for a set Z of FOPCE sentences, 
Closure(C) =XU{ 7 TIT is an atomic sentence and Zt# rOPCE~.). 
Under the closed-world assumption about a given set of FOPCE sentences Z, it is 
Closure(C) which is taken to be the relevant database. Our concern in this section 
is how the closed-world assumption affects query evaluation and integrity con- 
straint maintenance. 
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Theorem 7.1. Zf C is a set of FOPCE sentences and u is a KFOPCE formula with 
free variables x’, then for all parameters p’
Closure(C)+ oIs i#Closure( C) kFoPcE al; 
where Cr is u with all occurrences of the K operator emoved. 
PROOF. It is sufficient to prove that for any FOPCE formula w with free variables 
y’, 
Closure(z (Vy’)Kw = w. 
Now it is easy to see that Z/= (Vy3Kw I w. It remains to prove that Closure(z 
(Vy3w 2 Kw. 
To that end, we show that Closure(Z) has at most one model. Assume, to the 
contrary that there are two models W, and W, of Closure(X). Then there must be a 
primitive sentence ~TTE W, with re W,. Hence, Cl#KKFOPCE, r in which case 
7 7~ E Closure(C), so that W, cannot be a model of Closure(Z), contradiction. It 
now easily follows that Closure(Z (Vy’)w 1 Kw. •I 
Example 7.1. We can see that a closed-world database always knows whether p(x) 
for all x. 
Quev: (Vx)[Z@(x) V K 1 p(x)]. 
By Theorem 7.1, this is equivalent o the query (Vx)[p(x) V 7 p(x)], which is valid. 
By Theorem 7.1, closed-world query evaluation and integrity constraint satisfac- 
tion reduce to first-order entailment. This means that the distinctions provided by 
the K operator for open databases evaporate under the closed-world assumption. 
This is false for circumscriptive closure (Lifschitz [13]) and the generalized closed- 
world assumption (Minker [17]), as the following example reveals. 
Example 7.2. Suppose that X = {p V q) and consider the query 14. Both the 
circumscriptive and generalized closure of C yield 
Circ(Z)=((pATq)V(TpAq)}. 
Hence, Circ(z)I= 7 ZQ, but Circ(Z)kr,,,c, 7 p. 
Theorem 7.2. Zf Closure(Z) is satisfiable, then the two definitions of what it means for 
2 to satisfi an integrity constraint (Definitions 3.3 and 3.4) are equivalent. 
PROOF. Definitions 3.3 and 3.4 assume that an integrity constraint ZC is a first-order 
sentence. 
(1) We first prove that Definition 3.3 (consistency) implies Definition 3.4 (entail- 
ment). Suppose CZosure(Z)k roPcEZC. Since Closure(C) is satisfiable, it has 
exactly one model. (See proof of Theorem 7.1.) Hence, Closure(Z) kFOPcE 
7 ZC, i.e., CZosureG) + ZC is unsatisfiable. 
(2) Trivially, if Cfosure(I;) kFOPcE ZC and Closure(Z) is satisfiable, then Clo- 
sure(2) + ZC is satisfiable, so Definition 3.4 implies Definition 3.3. 0 
For closed databases Theorem 7.2 informs us that the two “classical” definitions 
(consistency vs. entailment) are equivalent for first-order integrity constraints. By 
Theorem 7.1, our notion of constraint satisfaction reduces to first-order entailment 
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for closed databases. So, under the closed-world assumption, all three definitions 
amount to the same thing, namely, first-order entailment. 
All of this assumes a particularly simple form in the case of relational databases. 
We can view any instance DB of a relational database as a finite set of atomic 
nonequality sentences of the form HP,, . . . , p,,) for parameters pi, together with 
the atomic sentences p =p for each parameter p.” Query evaluation for DB is 
defined relative to Closure(DB). Clearly, Closure(DB) has a unique model which is 
DB itself, when viewed as a world structure. Thus, when IC is a first-order integrity 
constraint, Closure(DB) satisfies ZC iff Ciosure(DB) bFoPcE ZC iff ZC is true in 
the world structure DB, which is the standard notion of constraint satisfaction in 
relational database theory. 
Theorem 7.1 informs us that, under the closed-world assumption, query evalua- 
tion for KFOPCE formulas reduces to first-order query evaluation. Notice, how- 
ever, that this is query evaluation relative to the FOPCE theory Cfosure(I;), not 
the theory I; itself. In the rest of this section, we show how demo provides a sound 
closed-world FOPCE query evaluator relative to the theory 2. 
Definition 7.1. Let w be a FOPCE formula. The KFOPCE formula 555~) is 
defined inductively as follows: 
(3) a(3x)a) = @x)x(Y). 
(4) -Hw, A w*) =ztw,) A%W,). 
5%~) is simply the result of replacing each atom (I of w by Ku. 
Remark 7.1. _%w> is a subjective K, formula. (See Section 5.3.) 
Remark 7.2. _%$w> is admissible iff it is safe and its quantified variables are distinct 
from one another and from its free variables. 
Lemma 7.1. If u is a FOPCE sentence and 2 is a set of FOPCE sentences, then 
Closure(Z) bFOPcE cr or Closure( 2) !=rOPCE 7 cr. 
PROOF. Induction on the shape of (T. 
(1) If u is an atomic sentence, the result is immediate. 
(2) If (+ has the form T u1 or (+, A c2, the result follows trivially by induction. 
(3) Suppose u has the form (Vx>cr. By induction, for each parameter p, 
Closure(X) bFOPCE (~1; or Closure( Z) krOPcE 7 calf. 
Zf Closure( 2) +rOPCE o/s for all p, then Closure( Xc) ~rOPCE cr. 
Otherwise, for some p, Closure(C) !=rOPcE 7 CX$ 
in which case Closure(C) l=ropcE -T u. q 
lo Notice that we are here characterizing relational databases without null values. The proper 
treatment of null values considerably complicates this picture (Reiter [231X 
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Lemma 7.2. Suppose w is a FOPCE sentence and Z is a set of FOPCE sentences such 
that Closure(C) is satisfiable. Then, 
Closure(Z) kFOPCE w iff CkZ( w). 
PROOF. Induction on the shape of w. 
(1) Suppose w is an atomic sentence. Then Z(w) is Kw. Suppose Closure(Z) 
k FOPCE w. If 2 bFOPCE w, then certainly C/=Kw. Otherwise, ZPtFOPCEw, 
in which case 7 w E Closure(C), contradicting the satisfiability of Closure(X). 
Conversely, suppose X.Er Kw. Then, Z bFoPCE w so that Closure(C) @ropcE 
(2) Suppose w has the form 7 (Y. Then _%?‘(w) is ~_%(a). Suppose Closure(Z) 
t=rOPCE T a. Now, aa> is a subjective sentence (Remark 7.1). Therefore, 
either Z/=_%?(cr) or C/= ~%a) (Lemma 5.2). If the latter, we are done. If 
the former, then by induction, Closure(c) i=FopcE (Y, contradicting the satis- 
fiability of Closure(X). Conversely, suppose Xl= ~_%?(a). Since Closure(Z) is 
satisfiable, so is 2.. Hence Xl# Z?(Y). By induction, Closure(Z) 
t+ roPCEcr. By Lemma 7.1, Closure(X) krOPCE 7 cy. 
(3) Suppose w has the form (3x)a. Then, Z(w) is (%~)%a). Suppose 
CEosure(X) krOPCE (3x)o. Then, for some parameter p, C/osure(X) krOPCE 
ali, for otherwise, Closure(Z) ~~~~~~ 1 al: for all parameters q (Lemma 
7.11, contradicting the satisfiability of Closure(C). By induction, Z#=X((YI~), 
so X/=_Z%cz)J~, so Xl= (3xMc~). Conversely, suppose Cl= (3x)9!(a). %a) 
is subjective. Hence, by Lemma 5.3, X+_%$a)l”, for some parameter p, so 
Ck_HoIG). By induction, Closure(C) kroPCE alf, i.e., Closure(Z) kropcE 
(%)a. 
(4) If w has the form w, A w2, the result follows trivially by induction. q 
Theorem 7.3. (soundness of demo for closed-world evaluation). Suppose X is a set of 
FOPCE sentences for which Closure(C) is satisfiable. Let w be a FOPCE formula 
with free variables x’for which SW) is safe, and for which w’s quanti$ed variables 
are distinct from one another and from w’s free variables. Then 
(1) If demo(X w), C) succeeds, then the free variables x’ of w are bound to 
parameters p’, and 
Closure( 2) krOPCE w 15. 
(2) If demoMw), X:) finitely fails, then 
Closure( ‘c) kropcE ~(32) w. 
PROOF. By Remark 7.2,_%?(w) is admissible. 
(1) By the soundness of demo for admissible queries (Theorem 5.1), if 
demo(%w), X:) succeeds then w’sfree variables x’ are bound to parameters 
p’, and CI=Z(w)l$ i.e., CkZTwl~>. By Lemma 7.2, Closure(C) i=rOPCE WI;. 
(2) By the soundness of demo, if demo(Hw), C) finitely fails, then for all 
parameters p’, Zl+~w>l~, i.e., Ck+Hwlf& By Lemma 7.2, Closure(Z) 
k FOPCE~I; for all parameters $. By Lemma 7.1, Closure(C) krOPCE T WI; 
for all parameters 3. Hence, Closure(Z) +rOPCE -,(X)w. cl 
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Example 7.3. 
(1) To evaluate 
q(x) A +lY)Lr(x9Y) Q(Y)1 (3) 
under the closed-world assumption on ‘c, call 
demo(K4.x) * 1(BY)[~~(x,Y) AKq(Y)l,x). 
If this call succeeds, then x will be bound to a parameter r, and 
C~osure(C)cZq(~) A ~(~Y)[~r(~,Y) Aq(Y)l. 
i.e., 
(2) 
Closure(C) bFoPCE 4(r) A l(BY)[lr(n,Y) A4(Y)l- 
If this call finitely fails, then 
Closure( 2) t==FopcE 43x)[q(x) * +lY)[+%Y) Q(Y)ll. 
Suppose we wish to evaluate the KFOPCE query 
&I(x) A +Y)[+(x,Y) A&(Y)]. 
By Theorem 7.1, it is sufficient to evaluate the FOPCE query (31, in which 
case proceed as for the first example. 
8. SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION 
Following Levesque, we have argued in favor of a generalized query language for 
databases, a language which addresses the database’s tate of knowledge about the 
external world, as well as truths about that world. We have also argued that 
integrity constraints are statements about the contents of a database, not about the 
world. They are thus metatheoretic in character. We have appealed to Levesque’s 
logics FOPCE and KFOPCE to formalize the concepts of an answer to a query and 
of a database satisfying its constraints. The logic KFOPCE also turns out to be 
suitable for reasoning about queries and constraints and an appropriate vehicle for 
query and constraint optimization. For a sizable class of queries-the so-called 
admissible queries-we have provided a sound Prolog-like evaluator. We have also 
considered some conditions under which this evaluator is complete. Finally, we 
showed how to use this evaluator to answer queries for closed world databases. 
There are many issues which we have not explored, but which deserve attention: 
(1) 
(2) 
Epistemic query languages provide very subtle distinctions. Differences 
between truth and knowledge and known and unknown individuals place a 
considerable burden on users to make their intentions clear in formulating 
queries and constraints. For naive users, this probably demands too much. 
There is a need for suitable interfaces which can elicit from users the 
precise nature of their requests for translation into the appropriate KFOPCE 
queries. This is a considerably more complex problem than the (already 
difficult) task of providing first-order query interfaces to naive users. So far 
as we known, there has been no work done along these lines. 
Our results should be extended to Levesque’s [ill languages _5? and X2? 
which admit function symbols. Among other things, this will allow databases 
to address null values properly. 
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(3) 
(4) 
(5) 
Notice that we appealed to the relation != to define the concepts of 
constraint satisfaction and answer to a query. Now /= is an extra-logical 
notion, so constraint satisfaction and query evaluation are not defined within 
KFOPCE. i.e., this concept is not defined in terms of KFOPCE validity. 
Recently, Levesque [12] has defined a first-order autoepistemic logic within 
which one can define this concept. Briefly, this logic has two modalities: 0 
(for only know) and K (for know). We can then say that KB satisfies ZC iff 
OKB I KIC is a valid sentence of this logic. Unlike the databases of this 
paper, which are restricted to be first-order, this logic allows the occurrence 
of epistemic formulas in the database. The consequences for database 
theory of such a notion remain to be explored. 
We have not explored mechanisms for incremental modifications to a 
knowledge base. Usually a knowledge base will be known to satisfy its 
constraints. When a (normally) small change is made to it, it should not be 
necessary to verify all its constraints all over again. Rather, only enough 
computation should be devoted to verify the change in its state, given that its 
prior state was acceptable. Nicolas [20] provides such mechanisms for 
relational databases, as do Lloyd and Topor [15] for deductive databases. 
Similar mechanisms must be devised for our concept of integrity checking. 
Many knowledge representation languages (e.g., Chung et al. [3]) provide 
mechanisms for procedural attachment which are invoked whenever a change 
is made to the knowledge base state. Such procedures normally check to see 
whether certain conditions hold in the current state and if so, may change 
this state in various ways. Such changes may trigger other procedures, and so 
on. A simple example is a procedure triggered by an update of an employee 
record. It might then search for a social security entry for that employee 
and, failing in this, request this entry from the user. Clearly, this is a 
procedural version of the integrity constraint 
In general, there is an intimate connection between procedural attachment 
and integrity constraints. It would be worthwhile exploring this relationship, 
perhaps with two objectives in mind: 
(a) Since there is a logic of integrity constraints, we can explore the 
consequences of the constraints, hence of their procedural incarnations. 
(b) Correctness proofs should be possible for the procedures relative to 
their logically specified constraints. 
Hector Levesque helped a lot on this one. Thanks to Gerhard Lakemeyer for valuable comments on an 
earlier draft, to Michael Gelfond and Vladimir Lifschitz for their insights on the role of autoepistemic 
logic in this setting, as well as in artificial intelligence in general, to Bob Kowalski for comments and 
discussions on the role of meta-level reasoning for databases, and to the four referees for their 
important suggestions for improving the paper. This research was supported by grant A9044 of the 
National Science and Engineering Research Council of Canada and by the Institute for Robotics and 
Intelligent Systems. 
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